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SUMMARY
This report is based very lsrgely on results of tests made at
ENGINES
the Bureau of Standards dti
1922, 1923, and 19!24under research authorization of the NationaI Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics.
From theoretical considerations one would expect an imresse in power and thermal efE-
ciency to result from increasing the compression ratio of an intermd-combustion engine. In
reality it is upon the expansion ratio that the power and thermal efficiency depend, but, since in
oonventiond engines this is eq~ to the compression ratio, it is generally understood that a
ohange in one ratio is ace-ompaniedby an equal change in the other. Teats over a wide range of
oompresion ratios (extending to ratios as high as 14:1) have shown that ordinarily an inorease
in power and thermal di.oiency is obtained as expeoted provided serious detonation or preignition
does not resilt from the inorease in ratio.
There are marked differences between fuels as regards the conditions under whioh they det-
onute or preignite. It folIowa that the employment of a &ah-oomprsssion ratio is contingent
upon securing a fuel which is suitable in its resistance to preignition and detonation, and wbioh
at the same time possessw the other qualitk essential to a satisfactory engine fuel
This report emphasizes the fact that there may be a difference between a fuel’s ability to
resist detonation and its ability to resist preignition. Although this report is primarily a general
discussion of the properties essential to a satisfactory fuel for high-oompression engin-, oertain
fueIs, benzol and alcohol in particular, me disousmd in some detaiI.
INTRODUCTION
During the World War the Bureau of Standards oonductad an extensive investigation of
fuels for aircraft engines. Results were published in Report No. 47 of the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics entitkd “Power Characteristics of Fuels for Aircraft Engines.”
That this report (No. 47) does not mention detonation or preignition is signiilcant m indicating
that at that time the huportanoe of these phenomena was not generaIly appreciated.
A aviation developed, attempts to use high-oompreesion ratios beoame more frequent,
and in consequence preignition and detonation were encountered more frequently. Ricardo in
Great Britain and ~Midgleyin the United Statas were mnong the first ta draw athntion to the
seriousness of detonation. The tit work at the Bureau of Standards distinctly devoted to -
fuels for J@h-oompress.ion engines is disoussed in Reports 89 and 90 of the Natiomd Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics. It consisted of tests of two fuels, Alcogss and Heoter, in an
aviation engge of 7.2 oomprmion ratio. Subsequently a more general study of fuels for
high-oomprtion engines was authorized by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
and from time to time the performance of speoial fuels has been measured for the Bureau of
Aeronautics of the Navy Department. ,
While a singk-oylinder engine has been employed extensively in this research, results have
been cheoked frequently by means of muIticyLinderaviation engines. In some cssw the imme-
diate problem has been to SeIect the most suitable fue.I for an engine of a given compression
ratio, whereas in other cases it has been to determine the best combination of oomprasaion.ratio
1Theme S. M. Lee and Messm BrIx14 Bender, P@ end Re@8k IHe hnd n I@oc * in the Wnhfng of tie hfmmtion eonteked h
thk report.
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and fuel for a given purpose. While the number of fuels investigated has not been hinge, it is
believed that sufficient information has been obtained to forma satisfactory basis for discussing
-.
the characteristics of a fuel which determine its suitability for use in high-compression engines.
As already mentioned, the characteristics of a fuel with reference to preignition and deto-
nation are of the utmost importance in determining,how high a compression ratio can be used
satisfactorily. Heti-6 these two phenomena will be discussed first. .
PREIGNITION-DEFINITION AND DESCRIPTION
“Preignition.” as used in this p&per is defined as ignition from any source prior to the
time at which ignition is desired. The term “ autoignition” ordinarily is used with reference
to an engine such as the Diesel, in which ignition is ‘tiected by the generation of heat within
the engine cylinder. Preignition usually is a special case of autoignition. If an engine con-
tinues to be after the ignition switches are opened, it is an evidence of autoignition, but not
nece~arily of preignition. The autoignitioi may occur when the piston is nearly at tap center,
somewhat after the time at which the igniting spark would occur in normal operation. The
operation of the engine may be uninfluenced by the fact that had the spark not occurred auto-
ignition would have taken place. However, when tin engine gives evidence of autoignition,
preignition may reasonably be expected to follow as.soon as conditions become slightly more
severe.
The usual consequences of serious preignition are a decrease in engine power and abnor-
mally high pressures and temperatures of the working fluid. Evidence that preignition is
occurring is usually furnished by a decreme in power and high-heat dissipation to the jacket
water. Evidence that preignition 7UMocctied may be furnished by melted spark-plug elec-
trodes, burned valves, fractured or melted portions of piston heads, etc. Similar effects
sometimes result from detonation, as will be. @cussed later. .- —..
WHY PREIGNITION CAUSES HIGH PBESSURES, TEMPERATURES, AND LOSS OF POWER
To understand why preignition causes an increase in maximum temperature two facts
should be borneiru.uind. The first is that the increase in temperature produced by combus-
tion is practically independent of the temperature before combustion, and hence is practically
the same regardless of whether the charge is ignited qt the normal point in the cycle or earlier,
as is the case when. the engine preignites. The second is that the ratio between the absolute
temperature after cmnpression and that before compres&on is (1) independent of the tempera- -” ‘-
ture before compression and (2) always greater than gge. For purposes of illustration, assume
M= increase in mixture temperature due to combustion,
—
t= mixture temperature at the beginning of compression,
a= ratio betwean absolute temperatures at end and beginning of compression
stroke,
then, in light of the foregoing statements, ~ combustion occurs at the end of the compression
stroke the maximum temperature will be (at+M).. -~ under _co@tigps of severe-preignition
combustion occurs at the beginnigg. of the compression stroke, then the temperature at the
beginning of the compression stroke will be (t+M) and the mtium temperature wtil be
a(t + M) = at+ a.lf. In this case the increase in rni@nmrn .@mperature due to preignition
will be (at+ aM) – (ti+ M) = M(a – 1). Ordinarily preignition occurs during the compression “ “-—
stroke rather than at the very beginning, and the ratio to which the mixture is compressed
after combustion is less than the compression ratio of the en@e. The increase in tempera-
ture due to preignition will, therefore, depend upon the ratio to which the mixture is com-
..-
pressed after combustion and will be somewhat-less ~ M(a ~ 1]...
Preignition will increase the pressure at the end of the comprwsiori st~~ke~ approx~at~~y”” .
,.. ,J_._. _
the same ratio that it does the absolute temperature. This is a consequence of the fact that
preignition does not alter appreciably the amount of charge which enters the engine in unit
time and that at constant volume pressure is directIy proportional to the absolute temperature.
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The effects of preignition maybe small or large, depending upon the semrity of the phe-
nomenon. If the prei=tition is slight the sole consequence maybe a small reduction in engine
power and economy comparable to what would restit from a top far advanced spark. Mild
preignition, however, is ~ery apt to develop into that which is serere. A probable sequence
of events is as follows: The fit occurrence of preignition even though it is slight, causw an
increase in the average temperature of the cycle. This causes the phenomenon to take pIace
earlier in the succeeding cycde. The procass contimms untiI eventuaUy the fresh charge is
iagnitedas it enters the cylinder and no power is developed. Figure 1 shows an actual indicator
card taken with an engine preigniting. The power developed in the preiggting cylinder was
negative, that is to say, a portion of the power developed by the other cyIinders was employed
in overcoming the resistance which it offered.
CAUSE OF PREIGNITION
Preignition, as contrasted with ignition from an electric spadq is the r=ult of
heating a portion of the chmge to such
factors which influence the temperature
reached by portions of the charge prior to
ignition. These include the temperature
of the air entering the carburetor, the
amount of heat supplied to the charge in
its passage to the cylinder, the compression
ratio, the amount and temperature of the
exhaust gases in the cIemmce space, and
the amount and rate of heat transfer to the
charge from various hot portions of the
combustion chamber.
In most inetancea the source of preig-
nition is some portion of the combustion
chamber mhose temperature norndy is
much higher than that of other portions of
the combustion chamber or of the charge
itself. In such cases preignition depends
upon the temperature of the hot point, the
temperature of the charge, smd the rate at
which the charge passes the hot point.
There are reasons to believe that slight
preignition may often exist without being
recognized as such and without causing
any appreciable harm. This is possible if
the acturd amount burned before the
charge is ignited from its normal source
is sufficiently small. Engine speed mav
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be importan~ in its effec; upon-tthe tim~ available per cycle during -which the s@ht preig-
nition may reach serious proportions. That such is the case is sugg~ted b-y the fact that
engines -which operate at normal speeds -without any sign of preignition or autoignition will
continue to fire after the ignition circuit has been opened and the engine apeed has dropped
to a -mry low value. There is no apparent reason why any portion of the combustion chamber
under these conditions should be hotter than or even as hot as at normal speed and full load.
The probable explanation is that at low speeds the time intwvd corresponding to a few de-
grees of crank motion is sufEcient to permit a hot portion of the combustion chamber to ignite
the charge. At normal engine speeds the time interval corresponding to the same number of
degreea might be too short to permit ignition.
—
.—
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The velocity with which the charge flows to the engine has an influence upon the cmse-
quences of preignition. If this velocity is greater than the velocity with which flame is propa-
gated, even though preignition in one cylinder of a multicylinder engine maybe so severe that
the charge is ignited as it enters, there maybe no external evidence other than a loss in power.
At lower charge velocities, however, the flame may rush back and cause ~plosions in man~old
and carburetor. Either condition is likely to be enccmntered in the normal range of engine
speeds.
COMPRESSION RATIO AND PREIGNITION *
It is generally—and in so far as is now known correctly —believed that the likelihood of
preignition increascx.with the compression ratio of an engine. Not all of the changes which
accompany an increase in compression ratio, however, incrmse the engine’s tendency to pre-
ignite. For this reason an increase in ratio often increwes troubks due to preignition to a much
less extent than anticipated. & has been shown the ratio between the temperature at the
end and at the beginning of the compression stroke increasea with increase in ratio. Hence,
charge temperatures_during the compression stroke are higher the”higher the compression
ratio, This to be sure increases the tendency for the engine to preignite. On the other hand,
because of the decrease in clearance volume tith incma~e @ ~tio and the decrease ~ t~pera-
ture of the exhaust gases, less heating will result from the n@ing of the fresh charge with the
gases remaining in the clearance apace. This tends to decrease the temperature of the charge
during the compression stroke and consequently the engine’s tendency to preignite. BZFause
of the increase in expansion ratio (expansion and compression ratios are equal in conventional
engines) the average temperature during the cycle decreases with increase in compression ratio.
Hence, the temperature of spark-plug electrodw, valves, etc., wiIl be correspondingly decreased
and likewise the probability that they will cause preignition.
COMPARING FUELS WITH RESPECT TO PREIGNITION
It is not altogether certain by what characteristics of a fuel its tendency to preignite can
best be gauged. At present the so-called spontaneous ignition temperature appear to form the
most satisfactory basis for estimating the rek$ive ability of various fuels to resist preignition.
Spontaneous ignition temperatumw,however, can not be taken as indicating the temperatures
at which ignition will take place in the engine cylinder and, in fact, values obtained by various
investigators difler considerably. This can be attributed to differences in methods of meas-
urement.
A rather brief but nevertheless fairly complete review of work on the spontaneous ignition
temperatures of liquid fuels is given by Moore in “The Automobile Engineer” of May, 1920.
He defines the temperature of spontaneous ignition as “the temperature at which a substance
surrounded by oxygen or air at the same tempwature will burst into flame without the appli-
cation of any spark or other local high temperature.” Such a condition may exist when starting
an engine of the Diesel type, as the charge in such c~e is likely to be at a temperature which is
nearly uniform throughout and considerably higher than the temperature of surrounding metal
parts. In the normal operation of most engines soti portion of the combustion chamber is
hotter than the charge, so that the condition of “no local high temperature” is not met.’
Moore, in the article previously referred to, diwussea the spontaneous ignition tempera-
tures of blended fuels and draws attention to the very interesting condition showmgraphically
in Figure 2. In this figure, which is typical of all the blends tested by Moore, the spontaneous
ignition temperature of the blend is shown to be very nearly the same as that of the constituent
which has the lower ignition temperature except when this constituent forms ohly a small
proportion of the blend. The spontaneous ignition temperature then becomes nearly the same
as that of the constituent-having the higher ignition temperature. This change of spontaneous
ignition temperature is brought about by a rather small change of blend proportions. It is
rather to be expected that this characteristic will be somewhat less marked in actual engine
-.. .—.—.. —.. ——
~For n more detailed discussion, S% Report No. 235 d the Nntional Advieow CommIWee for Aeronautics, entitled “The Eflect of CharIgeA In
-i
Comprwlon Rdo upon Engine Performmra”
~Sse eko” The Self-Unit[on Tempemtom of Fuels” by K T. Tkard. TIIe Automobne En@K=x, WY, 1~.
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~eration for the reason that preignition often results from the high temperatures due to
detonation and detonation varies much more uniformly with chsnge of bhmd proportions than
do spontaneous ignition temperatures.
At the present time the Bureau of Standards is developing an instrument for use in com-
paring fuels with respect to preignition. A description of the instrument in its present form
will swe to ikstrate the objects sought and probable method of use even though the instru-
ment as &ally developed may be radhidly difTerent. & will be nchd in the sketch, Figure 3,
the instrument consists of a,housing which may be screwed into the engine cylinder and plugs
of various cross section and lengths which may be ckunped in this housing.4 Essentially tho
device is a definite ertMcialIy constructed hot spot whose high temperature is attained by ex-
posing a hu-ge mnount of metal to the burning charge while preventing, so fsr as is feasible,
the conduction of heat from this metal.
There are two genersl methods by which this instrument maybe used in comparing fuels.
The fist method consists in determinhg for each fuel which of the various plugs can be used
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without causing preignition. Comparisons sre made under certain tlxed conditions of engine
speed, load, and compression ratio. k the second method the same phg is used with both
fueIs and the comparison is based upon the reIative loads or compression ratios wjth which
satisfactory operation is obtained.
It is ta be expected that the reIat.ivegrouping of fuels as regards preiggtion ti be the same
with either method of test. If it is not it suggests that the relative merits of these fueIs may
not be the same for different typ~ of engines. When fuels are compared on the basis of per-
missible Ioad or compression ratio but without using a preignimet.er, there is no assurance as
to what is the hottest portion of the combustion chamber or as to its constancy. The preigni-
meter ta a great extent overcomes this difficulty and shouId make it possible to obtain measure-
ments of greater reliability.
DETONATION—DEFINITION AND DESCRIPTION
Detonation may be defined as a combustion phenomenon whose best recognized manifes-
tation is the ringing sound which sometimes accompanies a too far advanced spark. In the
motor-car eqi.ne the noise itself is object.ionable, whereas in aviation engines detonation is to
be feared because of the extremely high pressure &d temperatures which it causes. Serious
detonation, aside from its dmtructive effects, is objectionable in that it remdts in a deorease in
power and an increase in the amount of heat rejected to the jacket water which, in turn, nec-
oesitates greater radiator capacity.
iAnothm IXESIMJWk to RSSSIsingk ping ekctrfmlly heeted. The temperetnre muId then be &en@ atufIIand the mncmnt of ebenge couId
be sstlmnted rather ela+ly from ektrfml ruessaremeok
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DETONATION—METHODS OF MEASUREMENT
Ricardo TatW fuels by what he calls “ toluene yalues.” He ae@es the tolueno value M
“the tendency of a fuel ta detonate in terms of i@ equivalent toluene content, taking strindmd
aromatic free gasolimeas having zero toluene value and toluene as having a value of 100.” It
should be noted that toluene vaIues are not independent of the method of measurement.
Ricardo used both a variable compression and a supercharging stratified charge engine. In one
instance a toluene value of 28 was obtained with one engine and a value of 18 with the other.
For another fuel the value obtained with one engine yms 35 and fith the other 24. Ricrwdo
made tests of a large number of fuels and twigged to them toluene values. This work is de-
scribed at length in the Automobile Engineer of February to August, 1921, and in Automotive
Industries of April to September, 1921.
Midgley rates detonation by means of what he terms a” bouncing pin,” 5 The instrument
is screwed into the cylinder and is so constructed that a portion of it forms what is msentially u
small thin-walled section of the combustion chamber .... O~e end of the bouncing pin rests upon
this wall. The pin is so guided that its motion is perpendicular to this wall and motion in this
direction is resisted by a spring which when sufficiently deflected closes an electric circuit.
As long as the circuit remains closed curr@ flows @rough a solution of 10 per cent sulphuric
acid. Aa a result gas is evolved and this is collected ~d measured; The amount “of gas
evolved in unit time serves as a basis for rating the dg~nation:
h has been stated, in so far as aviation engines are concerned, the seriousness of detona-
tion lies in its destructive effect. Direct comparisons of this eftect have been made by noting
the time required to rupture a diaphragm of given thickness when the diaphragm is exposed
to the pressures in the ei@ne cylinder. The device used
at the Bureau” of Standards is ahown in Figuro 4, and
A.feful
diophrwgm
is described in Technical Note hTo.101 of the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. In thi9 device
the metal disk.which serves as a diaphragm is mounted -
between two metal washers in a spark-plug shell. The
plug shell s
FIG. 4.—Iklce for comparfng mndmum presscuea
thickness is selected so that when the disk is subjected
to the explosion pressure of the engine the exposed
portion will be sheared from the r~ in a .comparativelyshort time. .Aluminum disks ranging
in thickness from 0.010 inch to 0.040 inch have beep..used for the most”part. “””
Characteristics of fuels with respect to detonation may also be compared by means of an
engine having a compression ratio so high that satisfactory full throttle operation is not possible
with any of the fuels under comparison. For each fuel the max@m throttle opening at which
the engine can operate with no detonation or with n~:se~ous @etonation is determined and the
indicated horsepower developed under these conditions is measured. The comparison ‘Of tho
,,
fuek is based upon the measurements of horsepower thus obtained. It will be noted that this
method requires for its application an independent method for determining the presence of
detonation or of “serious” detonation.
DIFFICULTIES IN DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN PREIGNITION AND DETONATION
The chief difficulty in measuring preignition and detonation lies in the fact that although
these are distinct phenomena each may produce, and often is accompanied by, th~ other.
It is important, however, to-distinguish between tha$wo phenomena when rating fuels, as the
value of a fuel in one type of engine may be dependent upon its resistance to preignition and in
another type upon its resistance to detonation. . _
Both preignition and detonation are affected by spark ad-r&ce, fuel-air ratio, “rindgcnerd ““ ‘--” - ‘---
engine condition. The uwuil requirement that comparisons be made under the same conditions
is applicable, but this does not mean necessarily witl@ie same spark advance or the same fucl-
air ratio. It USUtilIy means with the fuel-air ratio giving m.ax@mm power or some .defini~.e . . . . .
#Jomnal of the Society of Automotive Engimam, WULWW,1922
,, .-.. . .. . .. . . . .
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percentage of masimum porer and with the spark advance giving the hum POTET with
this ratio. If there are large dMerences between the rates of flame spread of tvro fuels, then
there will be large differences in the spark advances at which the two fuels shouId be com-
pared. This discussion of the diftlculties in measuring preignition and detmation has not
been introduced with any thought -that these difhmltiw are insurmountable but rather to
emphasize the fact that a necessary preliminary ta such measurements is often a rather com-
plete series of tests at various throttle openings, fuehir ratios, and spark advances.
From the foregoimg it is evident that the ability of an engine to operate at a certain com-
pression ratio and comprwsion pressure does not prove that another type engine will operate
satisfactorily with the same fuel at the same ratio and pressure. Usually, however, if two fueIa
are compared in engine A and the performance of one of these fuels in engine B is ~own} it
k possible to estimate rather cIoseIy the performance of the other fueI in engine B.
Before considering speciiic fuels it seems advisable to discuss briefly some of the other
factors which affect the value of a fd for use in internrd-combwtion en=ties. No attempt
will be made to list these factors in the order of their importance as this depends upon the
service to which the engine is devoted. Availability, price, cmlorific value, explosive range,
Idistillation range, latent heat of evaporation, freezing point, separation, ticosity, corrosive
ness~specific gravity, chemimd composition, and rate of flame propagation are to be discussed.
—
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AVAILABILITY
An aviation engine is to a considerable extent built to “fit” its fueL Its compression ratio
is as high as is considered safe for this particular fueI, its carburetor jets are of the size which
will meter the proper amounts of this fueL It is essentiaI, therefore, that this or a fuel mhich
can be used equally satisfactorily in the same equipment be avaiIable wherever the airphme
is Iikely to land.
From a military standpoint it is essential to ho-iv to -what extent a fuel wilI be aviIable -.
in time of war. Some European countries import the bulk of their fueL In the event of war
.-.
this source of supply might be entirely cut off. Benzol, @ol, and tduol possess desirable
.—
antiknock properties, but the objection is freqmmtly raised that in the event of war the output
.——
.—
of toluol, at least, might be required for the manufacture of explosives.
PRICE
—
~ airphme permits more rapid transportation than is possible by other meams. The
higher its speed the more de&able for this purpose-it becames.
Any increase in engine power which does not involve an increase in the over-alI weight of .—
the airplane makes possible an increase in speed.
.—.-.
Obviously, if one fueI permits an engine to
develop more power tian another, it will command a much higher price as the cost of fueI
is but a smalI percentage of the total cost of operating an airplane. NO argument is necessary
as to the value of any changes in fuel characteristics which increase the reliability of the power
plant. Ii the case of a combat airphme difterencm in fuel characteristics are of the utmost.
importance. The lack of a few horsepower may cause the death of the pilot and the destruc-
— .—
tion of the airplane. For these reasons it does not now appear probable that the selection of
fuel on the basis of price is likely, escept when the fuels under consideration me of nedy equal
merit.
CALORIFIC VALUE
Goodenough S defines caIoriiic power as folIows: “The union of a combustible with oxygen
produces heat, and the heat thus generated when 1 pound of combustible is completely burned
is called the heating value or caloriiic power of the combustible.” When not otherwise specified,
—,
calorific power is understood to be based on unit weight. It is equsJIy important, hoviemr,
to know the calorific power of a fue~per unit volume and per unit volume of combustible mixture.
----
~See~e.rl&Mechm.lcel En$!imere Handbook. kmtnote on p. 36S. —
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For aviation engines it is desirable that the fuel be of high caloriiic power per unit weight as
minimum weight is one of the chief aims of both the engine and airplane designer. High calorific
power per unit volume is also desirable as it permits the use of a small fuel tank with a consequent
low weight and wind resistance. Probably the most important value, however, is that based
on unit volume of combustible mixture. Upon this value the power obtainable from a given
engine depends. The fuel ordinarily constitute a small proportion of the total volume of the
charge. As the volume of charge received by the engine in unit time is but slightly dependent
upon the fuel used, then it follows that the power developed by the engine will be almost directly
proportional to the calorific value of the fuel per unit volume of combustible mixture~ Ricardo,
from his investigations,s concluded that the total energy obtainable per unit volume of com-
bustible nixture differs by lees than 3 per cent for mixturw of air and hexane, heptane, benzene,
toluene, xylene, or ethyl alcohol.
Hydrogen furnishes a rather good illustration o~ the necessity for specifying whether
calofic values are based upon unit weight, unit volume, or unit volume of combustible mixture.
The calofic value of hydrogen per pound is nearly three times as great as thatwf gasoline,
whereas the calorific power of a cubic foot of combustible.mixture of gasohne and air is between
10 per cent and 20 per cent greater than that of a cubic foot of combustible mixture of hydrogen
and air.
EXPLOSIVE RANGE
The term “explosive range” refera to the limits between which the fuel vapor-air mixture
is combustibl~. Narrowing this range increases the difficulty of engine operation. Much of
the data which are available on the explosive range of mixturee of gasoline vapor and air have
been derived from laboratmy experiments with glassbombs in which omxl.itionswere considerably
differant f’rom those which exist in the engine cylinder, both as regards the rate of heat dissipa-
tion, turbulence, and amount of inert gas present. Obviously such measurements are not
directly applicable to engine operation. It is reasonable to expect, however, that a fueI shown
by such tests b poss- a greater explosive range than another will have a greater range than the
other when used in the engine.
DISTILLATION RANGE
Distillation characteristic of a fuel are ordinarily shown by curves in which temperatures
are plotted against “per cent distilled.” These curves are valuable as a means of identifying ‘
fuels and indicating their suitability for a given type of service.
It is quite generally believed that the more volatile.a fuel tba more suitable it is for aviation
work. To a certain extent this is true, inasmuch as the more readily a fuel vaporizes the mom
easily is it distributed and prepared for combustion. it is somewhat less gerwrally appreciated
that a fuel may be objectionable from the standpoint of being too volatile. The objection to
such a fuel arisesfrom the fact that it vaporizes in the carburetor and fuel lines, thus restricting
the flow of fuel and interfering with the metering characteristics of the carburetor. ~is con-
dition is commonly known as “ vapor lock.” What makes this trouble particularly serious is
the difficulty of detecting it. Vapor may form in a fuel line ‘and redrict the flow ta such an
extent as to cause the performance of the engine to be extremaly erratic, and yet this vapor
may entirely disappear before an examination of carburetor and fuel lines can be made,
In 1924 the Utited States Government had two specifications for aviation gasoline. Tho
more volatile fuel was termed” fighting grade” and WM.intended to be used “as afuel for fighting
~irplaneswhere the &ghest efficiency is required,” The superiority of this fuel to the” domestic
grade” for military purposes is questionable in the ~ightof present knowledge as tu the serious-
ness of this trouble from vapor lock. Combat turplane-sare capable of climbing very rapidly.
.4s a result there is a considerable reduction in the absolute pressure on the fuel system before
7 It b e.wunod throughout the dkcussfon that the combustfbke mixture conafets of hrel end ulr; If the mixture eamslsts of fuel and &ygeu its
—.—
—.. - -—
cdorflc value per unft volume of combnetlble rohture will be nmob higher.
t Sw Automotive Indush& JtdY 7, 1%11. Ceztdn fnvwt[gnto~ however, report hwdng found an hmreese In velumetrio @icleney ~ result
fmm the we of eldrol and they hare nttributal thie fmreese ~the high l@nt hee$ of evnporetton of the deohol.
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the temperature of the fuel drops in accordance with. the low temperatures which premid at
high altitudes. This is the condition most Iikely to produce trouble horn vapor lock and the
more volatiIe the fuel the more eady is such$trouble produced.
Extremely high volatility is aIso undesirable in a fuel because of the resultant waste from
evaporation in storage and bemuse of the fire hazard. To minimize the danger from fire
repeated attempts ha~e been made to adopt Diesel or other engines using heavy oils instead of
gasoIine to wriation uses. The ignition temperature of such fuels maybe even lovrer than that
of gasoline but the possibility of explosions or of the extremely rapid spread of h is much Iess
since 1sssvapor is present.
LATENT HEAT OF EVAPORATION
The latent heat of e-raporation of a fuel at a given temperature is the amount of heat
required to vaporize a unit weight at that temperature. A Iow Iatent heat is a desirable charac-
teristic in so far as it reduces the amount of heating of the charge necessary to secure adequate
~aporization. Rimrdo, in certain experiments with aIcohol,’ found that power increased as
the richness of mixture w-asincreased untiI*themixture had been enriched to a far greater extent
than would appear necessary from the ,chemica~characteristics of the fuel This he attributed
to an increase in volumetric eiliciency brought about by the large amount of heat abstracted
from the charge in the vaporization of the alcohol. This amount would increase with enrich-
ment of the mixture. This is an instance -wherehigh latent heat might be considered of value
inasmuch as it permits the development of higher power than would otherwise be possible.
It may be -wellat this time to mention an extremely undesirable effect which may re.wdt
from the drop in temperature due to the vaporization which takes place in the intake system of
an engine. The effect referred to is the formation of snow. ~ snow is very apt to colIect
around the engine throttle although it may chg to any portion of the intake system. Two
conditions are necessary for its formation, (1) the air entering the carburetor must contain a
considerable amount of moisture, and (2) the vaporization must cause the temperature of the
charge or of a portion of the charge to drop below the freezing point of water. Obviously the
remedy is to supply sufficient heat to pre-rent such a temperature drop. An amount of heat
equal to the latent heat of evaporation shmdd be adequate for this purpose.
The eilect of this snow formation upon engine operation is -wry serious. It throttles and
thus decreases the power of the engine. This may eventually force the airplane to the ground
because of insticient power. When the changes in power take place suddenIy, conditions are
most serious. This occurs when a considerable quantity of snow coIlects, and subsequently
becomw dislodged due to vibration of the engine, or movement of the throttle, or a change in
manifold suction. The effect is that of an uncontrolled and rapidly fluctuati~c throttle Need- “
less to say, flight under such conditions is extremely dangerous.
FREEZING POINT
If a fuel freezes at my of the temperatures encountered in normal sefice, this fact con-
stitutes a serious objection to its use. Most fueIs satisfactory b other respects are satisfactory
in this aIso. Benzol is an exception, freezing at temperatures norndy prevailing at moderately
high altitudes. Fuel sold under the dasiggation ‘fmotar benzol” ordimwi.ly contains sufficient
toluol to lower the freezing point materially.
SEPARATION
There may be some conditions under which one constituent of a blended fuel separates
from the remainder. These will be discussed later in more detail in relation to certain of the
more common”blends. The merits of a bkded fuel disappear when the fuel ceases to be a blend.
.ti umundy serious situation results when one of the constituents of the blend is em anti-
knock agent. The use of the fuel from which the antiknock constituent has separated is Iikely
to result not onIy in poor operation but in engine destruction. . .
~&eAutomotke In&9tr% JdY 7, 162L
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VISCOSITY
So lang as a fuel can be metered satisfactorily b_the conventional type of carburetor, its
actual viscosity isof minor importance. Information-shouldbe available, however, asto theextent
to which viscosity is affected by temperature and if a change in fuels is ta be made the diffcrcnccs
in their viscosities should be known. .The magnitude o~the idhmgce of @~gw in viscosity upon
the rate of fuel flow depends upon the design of the fual-metering device. If the design ii such
that viscosity materially Meets the rate of fuel flow, then when a change in fuela is made the
change in carburetor jet sizes must be governed by the clifferences in viscosity as well as “inthe
density of the fuel and its combining proportions.
..—
CORROSIVENESS AND TENDENCY TO FORM GUMS
Engine failure is more likely to prove disastrous in the case of the airplana than in other
types of automotive transportation. Hence the tenkcy of a fuel to cause corrosion or to form
gums is more objectionable when the fuel is to be used for aviation than when it “is to be used
for other purposes. Unfortunately some of the fuels ,wlich have desirable antiknock ch~acter-
istics seem to be rather unsatisfactory with respect @ corrosiveness and the tendency ta form
-. _.. .
gums. It isbelieved that inmanycasws thiscondition cotid be rmedied by further refining if the
demand -weresticient to warrant it.
SPECIFIC GRAVITY
Mention is made ~f specific gravity merely to call attehtion to the fact that it is not a
reliable indication of the value of a fuel although at one time it was much used for that purpose.
Provided the comparison is made between hydrocarbon fuels of the sue seMes~ idea ss to the —-
relative volatility of such fyela may be obtained from theix spegi.ficgratities. This is not true
when the fuels are not of the same series. BeMol, for example, has a higher specific gravity
.
than the usual grade of motor-car gasoline but it “k much more volatile, At the present
time distillation data have replaced measurements of specfic gravity almost entirely as a
means for comparing fuels.
A change of specific gravity will change the metering characteristics of the carburetor.
This influence is ordinarily considered in cormectiori”with the change of viscosity, which also
rawdts from a change of fuel.
CHEMICALCOMPOSITION
By ultimate analysis and other chemical and physical tests it is usually possible to de-
termine the chemical composition of a fuel, its proportion of aromatics, etc. This information
may be of scientific interest and is an aid in predicting the fuel’s performance. Usually, how-
ever, it is easier to measure performance directly than ta make a determination of chemical
composition. Hence complete chemicaI analyses ara not ordinarily made in the examination of
a fuel to determine its suitability for use in high-compression engines. Nevertheless measure-
ments of acidity, unsaturated compounds, and sulphur frequently ‘form a part of accept ante
.. —.—.
tests.
RATE OF FLAMEPEOPAGATION
—.
This property has received a great deaJ of attention atithe hands of those studying the
properties of fuels,. MeasurWents ~ually have been made by means of tubes or bombs of
the constant pressure or constant vohune types. .Unquestionably such measurements have
furnished a great deal of valuable information as to the nature of combustion and of such
phenomena as preignition and derogation. With. respect to efficiency, however, Ricmdo
arrived at the following conclusion: “No fuel has yet been found whose rate of burning is too
low to permit of maximum eiliciency behg obtained in the highest-speed engine yet tested.”
This statement shouId not be taken as indicating that the rate of burning never has an appre-
ciable influence on efMency, for there certainly have been cases where the limit of operating
leanness has been that at which the charge was ignited in the manifold by flame rushing back
from the cylinder. This occurred because the charge had not been completely burned hy the
cnd of the expansion stroke. A more rapid rate ofiburning would have made possible opera-
tion with leaner mixtures and hence better economy.
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“ lllOTOR BRNZOL”
Perhaps one of the best known fuels for I@h-mpresaion engines is “motor benzol,”
which ordinarily contains not ordy benzol but also xylol and toluol. This fueI vim employed
satisfactorily lo~u before its antilmock properties were appreciated or the dtirabiIity of such
properties understood. Both the Bureau of Aeronaut-ire of the Navy Department and the
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics have supported the tests of this fuel which have
been made at the Bureau of Standards. Since the proportions of the various constituents
which compose motor benzol are not tied, the characteriatiosof each lot of fuel might be =pected
ta be different. Fortunately the properties of the constituents are ahnik and differences
between the products of several reihra proved to be rather small.
The fact that benzol had been used intensively as a fuel for internakombustion engines
rendered unnecessary an examination of all the propertiw of a fuel which have been mentioned.
Hence the following discussion will confine itself very krgely to such information as was derived
from the above-mentioned study of the suitability of benzol as a fuel for high-compression
engin~. .
In 1923 the question of avdabiiity was taken up with the Bureau of Mines and some of
the large producers of motor benzol. There -wasfaidy generaI agreemmt that at least 50,000,000
gdons of motor benzol were annually available for fuel. Not all of this benzol, however, is as
free from corrosive effects as is aviation gasoline. Morover, the belief is rather widespread
that in the event of war the entire production of motor benzol would be required for the manu-
facture of explosives. At that time a rather careful analysis of the facts sewml to indicate
that this fear was not WSJIgrounded. Nevertheless it is shared by many -who have given
considerable thought to the subject. It is undoubtedly true that in the even! of war large
quantiti~ of toluol would be employed in the manufacture of e.sphmives. If, as a result, the
motor benzol available contained Ieaa toluoI, its freezing point would be higher. This rais~o
of the freezing point would be extremely objectionable in so far as the use of the fuel in aircraft
is concerned.
Figure 5 shows some of the resdt.s obtained with the single-cylinder engine, indicated mean
eflective presmr~ and specific fuel consumption in pounds per indicated horsepower-hour being
plotted against pounds of fueI per hour. The gened procedure was to use the single-cylinder
engine as far as possible, checking the conclusions by means of test+ of muIticylinder engines.
In most casm the data given in F@re 5 were obtained with blends containing the smalkst
amount of be.nzol which wouId permit satisfactory (free from severe preiatition or detonation)
operation at the given compression ratio. The curves of Figure 6 are derived from those of
Figure 5. The upper curve of specfic fuel consumption in F&me 6 is based upon a constant
fueI-air ratio, the ratio being approximately that giving maximum power. The lower is based
upon a mixture leaned until the power is 99 per cent of maximum. In previo~ work this 99
per cent value has proved to be a satisfactory basis for comparisons of specific fuel consulup-
tion. These curves viere plotted origirdy to show the changes in power and specific fuel con-
sumption which resndt from ch~ues in compression ratio. They are included in this report
as evidence that the fueIa used at each ratio were satisfactory in prevent~~ serious preignition
and detonation. Had such not been the case the curves probably would have shown abrupt
changw in curvature.
Figure 7 shows the percentage of motor benzol required at various compression ratios,
based upon the results of this particular group of tests. With another benzol or another type
of engihe or under different conditions the percentages of benzol required very probably would be
different. h’evertheks the figure gives a general idea of the chaqgas in benzol content that are
likely to be necessitated by a giwm change in compression ratio. h~oattempt was made to use
a blend with the 11.5 ratio, but it is evident from the figure that a blend containing a small
amount of gasoline would have been satisfactory.
The amount of povier developed when using benzol, gasoline, or a bknd of the two is very
nearly the same, provided there is in no case serious prei=tition or detonation. One wouId
espect a slight increase in specfic fuel consumption with each increase in the benzol content
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of the blend inasmuch as the calofic value of motor benzol is somewhat less than that of’ gaso-
line. While some of the mult.icylinder-engine tests tie shown tendencies in this direction,
the differences have been small. No evidence of this t.~dency was noted in the single-cylinder
engine tests whose results are given in Figures 5, ~, and 7.
From the results of these tests and from such oth~r information as is a-railable it appears
that blends of raotm benzol and gasofine are reasonably satisfactory with respect to ~tillation
< Pou_Ids of fuel per hour
FM. b.—Power end fuel eonwmptfon at vnrloue compression ratles
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range, latent heat of evaporation, viscosity, and
rate of ffame propagation. Maximum power was
obtained with approximately the same spark ad-
vance regardl~s .ofwhether the fuel employed was
gasoline, benzol, or a blend of the two. This
indicates that under e~~ine conditions the rate of .
flame pm”pagationis about the same for benzol as
for gasoline.
Some.of the motor benzol which is now being
marketed & less satisfactory from the standpoint --
of corrosive action than aviation gasoline. This
may be due to the lack of sufficient demand
for benzcd of this quality rather than to any
the offending constituents. In this connection it
.
is well to note that-benzol is ; sol-&jt for certain subsia~ces which are unaffected by gasoline.
One of the first consequences of its use.in a system in which gasoline has been used previously
may be to rid the systam of certain accumulated deposits. This sometimes clogs fuel linm and
carbmetor jets and causes the engine operator to believe that the fuel is highly corrosive,
whereasthe products are in reality the result of the oletming action of the benzol.
Probably the chief objections to the use of motor benzol or blends of motor henzol and _,.
gasoline are that freezing points and separation temperatures are rather high. As these depend
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upon the grade of gasoIine and the composition of the benzol, meamrements made with one lot
of motor benzol may not be even approximately correct for another lot, the constituents of
which are in Merent proportions. The foIIowing data were obtained from measurements of
several blends. Motor benzol A was obtained from a dHercmt refiner than motor benzol B.
The X gasoIine conforms to Government specifications for domestic aviation gasoline and the
same grade was used in all the bhds.
.
TABLE 1
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40 PH&II&be&B; 60wcentwoIhe
“–2P c?. very “m.
–w c. formation Ofsoltd.
SOW+$tI benznzB; 70w cent @dine
-34” ~., Ation ofsdid.
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It is d.iflicult to determine ddinitely what degree of “ milk.ine&” is serious. Certain it is
that a pilot -wouldbe reluctant to operate under conditions such that the blended fuel gave any
indications of being abnormal in appearance or performance.
ETHYL ALCOHOL
The possibility of the dmive use of ethyl akohol as a fuel for internal-combustion en-
gines has been frequently discussed. Its attractiveness consists in what might be termed its
“potential availability.” In an emergency it could be produced in practically unlimited quan-
tities, inasmuch as it is not dependent upon an exhaustible source of supply as are petioleum
products., Such a course, however, would reduce the amount of food products and its economic
soundne5s is open tc) question.
It has SISObeen known for a long time that et.hyl aIcohol can be employed satisfactorily
with compression ratios much higher than are permissible with gasobe as a fuel. Its low
caloriflc value and consequent high spectic fuel consumption, however, have tended to pre-
vent its adoption for aviation work. Aother objection to its use is that starting is more difii-
cult than when gasoline is the fueL T’ke objections are met to some extent by blending with
gasoIine, using only m much aIcohol as is necessary to give the desired antiknock value. If
alcohol is to be blended with gasoIine its water content must be very Iow urdess an additionrd
blending agent is used, and until a few years ago the cost of large quantities of alcohol of the
desired freedom from water would have been prohibitive.
F~ures 8, 9, and 10 show results of teste mide at the Bureau of Standards. Th~e received
support from the same sources as the benzoI tests and were conducted in much the same fashion.
OrdinariIy the amount of alcohol in the bknd was just sticient to prevent serious detonation.
Alcohol alone, however, was used in one group of runs at the 5.4 compression ratio. A com-
parison of this group of runs with those made with gasoIine as a fueI shows the high speciilc
fuel consumption which the use of alcohol entails. Fiie 9 is based upon the data given in
l@re 8 and shows that a minimum specfic fueI consumption is obtained at a compression ratio
of about 7. At higher ratios the amount of aIcohol which it is necessary to use in the blend in
order to obtain satisfactory operation is so great that its Iow caIoritic value overbalances the
decrease in specific fuel consumption in pounds per horsepower-hour which resuh% from the
increase in expansion rat.io.l” It shouId be observed that the indicated mean eflective pressure
continues to increase with increase in ratio up to the highest ratio employed. For this reason
it might prove desirable for certain classes of service, in short flights, for example, to employ a
high-compression ratio and use aIcohol as a fuel in spite of the high specfic fuel consumption
which wotid be entailed. Before lea~m F~ge 9 in should be pointed out that this figure
~In conventional engfnes kmpressfon rmt!o and &.nsfon rat to are equel.
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do= not show the eflect of a. change in compression ratio alone but @ effect superimposed
upon the effect of a change @ blend proportions. Had alcohol alone been used as fuel there
would have been a decrease in specific fuel consumption with each increase in ratio.
.C1701 I I I I I I 1 I i
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Figure 10 shows the percentages of alcohol required under the conditions of them tests.
As was mentioned in the discussion of ,the benzol-gas@ne blen~~ somg~hat diflerent percent-
ages are likely to be required with engines of othor
% types or under different conditions of operation.
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change in alcohol content likely to be necessitated
by a gi~en change in ratio.
~\60 In these tests some dif6culty was cxpmienccd
/ y in starting the engine when alcahol alono wae
gj : used as.a fuel. This” was probably duo to the
c
absence of low boiling-point constituents, the
.. boiling~oint of alcohol being about 78° C. No
14 such &uliy” W& cjti<otitered “in the use of the
Coqcrsssion ratio
FIG, ]0.-Percentage of e.bmhol in almhol-gaaolfne”blends. One- alcohol-gasoline blends and the Awhol itself was
eyllnder engine. Borq 6 inches. St.rokq 7 lnehea. R. P. M., entirely satisfactory after the engine had hcm in
l,WJ. (Percentages wfll be dlt7went for other tgpw of englnw.) operation .a few tinutee,
Inasmuch as the latent heat of evaporation of alcohol is much higher than that of gasoline,
it would probably prove desirable to heat the charge to a greater extent when using alcohol
than when using gasoline. Ricardo” emphasizes the influence which the high latent heat of
evaporation has upon the volumetric eflkiency of an engine. As has been stated, ho found
that with alcohol enrichment of the inixture far beyond tie point at which maximum power
.
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vrouId normally be expected gave an increase in power. This he attributed to an kcrease of
vohmetric efficiency brought about by an increase in the amount of heat withdrawn from the
charge in the vaporization of the alcohol. No such effect., however, was noted in the tests
discussed in this report.
There were no indications of exwssive corrosion due to the use of the skohol, but the tests
were not sufEciently eztensive to give conclusive evidence in this respect. As is the case with
benzol, alcohol acts as a advent for certain substances not dlkcted by gasoline. When em-
ployed in a system preciously used for gasoline, foreign matter maybe dislodged and clog fuel
lirmsor strainers. This occasionally is attributed to the corrosive action of the akmhol, when
in reaIity it is a remit of its cleaning action.
Tlth ahmhd a somewhat greater spark advance w-as“requiredthan with atiation gasohne.
This would indicate that thd ignition velocity of alcohol is somewhat less than that of gasoline.
The dMerence, however, is probably too slight to iutluence the performance appreciably.
The freezing point of alcohol is below – 100° C., well below auy temperature Iikely to be
encountaed in flight. Vlth blends of alcohol and gasohe the situation is much Iess attracti~e,
although these would offer no d.ifllculty if the alcohol were free from water and remained so.
Unforturiatdy, however, alcohol has a strong tandency to absorb water from its surroundings
and its miscibility with gasohne decreases with such absorption. After a study of the various
factors influencing the stability of gasoline-aIcahol-water mixtures, it was concluded that the
minimum temperature of complete ~lubility increases—
(1) With increasing water content,
(2) With increasing gasoIine content,
(3) With ticreasing gravity of gasoline.
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Other investigators have found it possible to diminish materially the minimum temperature of
complete volubility by adding small percentages of certain substances such as benzol and ether.
Tests on the rate of absorption of water by gasol&-alcohol-water mixtures indicate that
this rate increasea— . .-
(1) With decreasing water content of mixture,
(2) WXh increasing alcohol content of mixture,
(3) With increasing humidity.
---- .
Results of miscibility tests are shown in Figures 11 and 12. The alcohol as originally received
was 99.9 per cent, the gasoline, ti aviation gasoline whose distillation characteristics are given
in Figure 13. Figures 11 and 12 are both based upon the same data, the abscissa in one being
the percentage of water in the mixture and in the other the percentage of water in the alcohol.
Obviously when aIcohol-gasoline blends are employed, spwial precautions should be taken ta
keep the fuel free from water. This unquestionably is an objection to the use of them blends.
If, however, they shouId be employed extensively it is probable that little difficulty wouId be
experienced in effecting a considerable reduction in the amount of water that ordinarily finds
its way into storage and service tanks.
Separation of the blend constituents is most likely to take place at high altitudes because
of the low temperatures which prevail there. When separation does take place, alcohol, being
the heaviest constituent, wilI be used tit. As the alcohol is the antiknock constituent, serious
consequences are likely to result when the airplane reaches low altitudes if the alcohol content
of the blend has been reduced. Even at high altitudes considerable difficulty might be
experienced in engine operation since for operation with alcohol alone the fuel ori6ce should
be larger than for operation with alcohol-gasoline blends.
SPECIALANTIKNOCKCONSTITUENTS
From time to time it has been chimed that material changes in the performance of gasoline
would result from the addition of small percentages of certain substances. Very frequent]y
these claims have proved to be unwarranted. It is known, however, that there are certain
subtances which when added to gasoline materially decrease its tendency to detonate even
though they constitute but one or two per cent of the mixture.
Mention of this type of antiknock agent is made primarily to call attention to their appar-
ent decrease in eflicacy when it becomes necessary to use them in rather high percentages
in order to meet the demands of extremely high-compression ratios. The following table
which is based on the work of Midgley,n will serve as an illustration:
TABLE 2
; ALCOHOL-KEROSENE BLEND
1 I .-. .. —--- —. —1 --——
De&kX2m:n0f
~v~dhgp =~w~f.by xylldine In
~erv:lr~eby
Fw C.?ru Pmgrli P; ~&f
;: 76 460
85 65
60 50 118
.,..
The last column shows the percentage of xylidine which must bo added to kerosene
give the same antiknock characteristics as are obtained by the addition of the percent~ges
alcohol which are shown in the left-hand cohynn. One might expect that if 2.30 parts
>&. .—. + .,
. . .— - -
to
of
of
2.30
xyhiine gives kerosene the same tmtiknock value as 15 parts of alcohol, then ~ x 50 parts
. ..-.
xyIidine should give-the same antiknock characteristics as 50 parts of alcohol.
2.30
~x50=7.7,
-.-~, ---
11JOU~ of the s~ty of AUtomot!vo Engineers, Jone, 19Z2.
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whereas the table shows 12.6 parts of xylidine to be necessary. This can be explained partially
by the fact that with the alcohol-kerosene blend when the percentage of the knock-suppressing
constituent has been increased from 15 to 50, then there is oily ~ or 59 per cent as much of
the constituent whose knock is to be suppressed. With the X-yfidin*kerosene mixture there is
87.3
974 or 90 per cent as much of the constituent whose knock is to be suppressed. It is evident.
that one should guard against overoptimism in Wimating the probable performance of an
antiknock agent of this type in an engine of extremeIy high-comprdon ratio.
One example will serve to illustrate the great vaIue of. an antiknock agent of the type
described. At the present time most aviation engines employ a compression ratio which per
tits fuII throttIe operation with aviation gasoline without serious detonation. Occasionally u
pflot finds himself where aviation gasoline is not available and is forced to use the grade ordi-
narily suppIied to motor ewe. This is Iikdy to result in severe detonation and its consequences
may prove serious. It is entiraly feasible, how-
ever, for the pilot to carry a small amouut of
one of them very effective antiknock agents anfI
be prepared for such an mmgency.
CONCLUSIONS
Much progress has been made in the devel-
opment of fuels for high~ompresion engines.
In further efforts along this line it should be
borno in mind that freedom from detonation
does not necessndy give freedom from preigni-
tion. It moreover should be realized that,
although a fuel possessessatisfactory character-
istics from the standpoint of preignition and
detonation, it is not a suitable fueI for high-
compression engines &it is satisfactory with
respect to the other qualities which have been
discussed.
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